2019 EMAIL SECURITY

CHALLENGES, TRENDS, BENCHMARKS
2ND ANNUAL SURVEY REPORT

INTRO DU CTI ON
The GreatHorn team conducts an annual survey to get a pulse on email security.
This survey research allows for a better understanding of today’s pervasive emailborne threats and the ways in which information security and IT teams are defending
this “venerable, yet vulnerable”* (phrase credit: Neil Wynne, former Gartner Analyst)
communications platform.
The 2019 Email Security Trends, Challenges, and Benchmark Survey Report provides
an in-depth look at the facts and figures that tell the story of the current state of email
security. This year’s survey panel consisted of more than 1,021 email security and
white-collar professionals from various industries. The diversity of the panel enabled
us to explore how different characteristics (e.g. level of involvement in email security,
company size, email platform, etc.) correlated into different and in some cases,
surprisingly similar trends.

For our analysis, we categorized a survey respondent as an “email security
professional” (representing 56.8% of our total survey panel) if he or she was
involved in one or more of the following activities for email security:
•

Owns technical requirements

•

Owns the budget

•

Is a technical evaluator

•

Sets overall security strategy (e.g. CISO)

We’re terming the survey respondents who have “limited or no involvement in email
security” or “business evaluators” as “white-collar professionals” (representing
43.2% of our total survey panel).

1021
R ESPO ND ENTS

EM AIL SECU RIT Y
PROF ESSION ALS
Respondents involved in activities
for email security

W HIT E-COLL AR
PROF ESSION ALS
Respondents with “limited or no
involvement in email security”
or “business evaluators”
Source: GreatHorn, “2019 Email Security Benchmark”
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E XEC U TIV E SUMM ARY
This year’s key takeaways validate what we’re hearing anecdotally, but are still
startling in their severity.
Traditional email security is failing to keep up
• Half (49.8%) of respondents see malicious emails reach their inboxes every
week, despite a multi-layered defense strategy that includes an average of more
than two email security solutions.
• In the past three months, more than 1 in 5 respondents (22%) reported
experiencing a data breach (defined as a compromised account, loss of
confidential data, credentials, fraudulent financial transaction) due to an emailborne attack.
• Since last year, there’s been a steep rise in email remediation rates from 20% of
respondents needing to take direct actions every week to more than 34% this
year.
The cybersecurity awareness training gap is faintly narrowing. As an industry, we
still have a long way to go.
Our data also shows that the individuals with limited or no involvement in email
security are 3x more likely to say “I don’t see anything but spam in my inbox,”
compared to those respondents involved in email security (48.5% vs. 16.4%). This
illustrates a clear gap despite the large sums of money having been spent on
cybersecurity awareness training programs. According to recent research, since
2015 more than $1.2 billion has been spent on computer-based training* (Gartner),
but simulated phishing click-rates have dropped by only 1% from 2017 to 2018*
(2019 Verizon DBIR).
In short, the current state of email security is shaky. Email security professionals
need to be more vigilant as end-users are seeing more threats making their way to
inboxes—25% more compared to last year. Keep reading to learn more about our
findings, gain valuable insights, and see how your organization compares.
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TR ADITI O N AL E M AI L
SE C U R IT Y C A N ’ T K E E P U P

22%

reported experiencing a breach
due to an email-borne attack
IN THE PAST 3 MONTHS
Defined as a compromised account,
loss of confidential data/credentials,
fraudulent financial transaction, etc.
Source: GreatHorn, “2019 Email Security Benchmark”

THE STATE O F
SE C U R IT Y I S SH A K Y
Respondents are seeing more
threats making their way to inboxes

25%

more compared
to last year
Source: GreatHorn, “2019 Email Security Benchmark”
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T H REATS ON THE RI SE

Approximately only 1 in 3 white-collar professionals (36.4%) report seeing emailbased threats on at least a weekly basis. In contrast, a greater percentage of email
security professionals (32.8%) report seeing threats every day, and an additional
27% report weekly, for a total of 59.8% seeing threats at least weekly. This marked
difference in perception speaks to training and awareness gap that we’ll explore in
greater detail later in this report.
Alarmingly, 1 in 5 email security professionals reported that in the past three months
they had experienced a breach (e.g. compromised accounts, loss of confidential data
or credentials, fraudulent financial transaction, etc.) due to an email-borne threat.
These same respondents also reported an average of 2.6 security products deployed
to protect their email.

in the number of threats
seen evading email security
defenses on a weekly basis
24.4%

49.8%
40%

24.2% 25.4%

DAILY

WEEKLY

2019

2018

2019

2018

15.8%
2019

When we separated our survey panel’s responses into two groups: email security
professionals and white-collar professionals, we found a stark contrast in the
frequency of malicious email threats reported.

25% INCREASE

2018

According to our research, email attacks are still on the rise and still keeping
CISOs up at night. In general, the volume of email attacks is mounting as 24.4%
of respondents indicated that despite existing email security measures, malicious
messages (impersonations, wire transfer requests, W2 requests, payload attacks/
malware, business services spoofing, and credential theft attempts) make their way
to inboxes every day, with an additional 25.4% of respondents saying that they see
email threats in their inboxes every week—a total of 49.8% seeing email threats at
least every week (a 25% increase from last year).

TOTAL

Source: GreatHorn, “2019 Email Security Benchmark”

R E SP O NDE NTS W HO NOTI C E
M ALICIOUS EM AIL THREATS
W EEKLY, BY G R OUP

36%

WHITE-COLL AR
PROFESSION ALS

60%

EM AIL SECURIT Y
PROFESSION ALS
Source: GreatHorn, “2019 Email Security Benchmark”
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T H REAT P RE VALENCE

W H AT T Y P E S O F THR E ATS
DO YO U SE E I N YO UR I NB OX?

Only 30% of white-collar professionals see executive, internal, or external
impersonations. But as we narrow our focus to email security professionals, we find
that 56.7% of this population reports impersonations bypassing email security tools.
Credential theft was the second most prevalent threat (33.9%), followed closely by
wire transfers (33.3%), business services spoofing (32%), payload/malware (28.3%),
and W2 requests (21.1%).

45%

We found inconsistent replies when we asked respondents “what types of threats
do you see in your inboxes” (i.e. those that do not get quarantined).

PAY LOA D AT TACK S A RE S T ILL GE T TING THROUGH

21%

1/4 of email security professionals report that

23%

25%

27%

More than one-quarter of email security professionals report that payload attacks
(e.g. malicious/suspicious attachments or links)—despite being the threats most
heavily guarded against—are still making it through their cybersecurity defenses.

14%
NONE OF THE ABOVE

15%
W2 OR CONFIDENTIAL
INFORMATION REQUESTS

PAYLOAD ATTACKS

BUSINESS SERVICES SPOOFING

WIRE TRANSFER REQUESTS

CREDENTIAL THEFT

When breaking down the data by company size, we find the prevalence of threats
to be roughly the same (within ~ five percentage points), with smaller companies
(defined as fewer than 500 employees) seeing a slightly higher rate of most email
attack types with the exception of credential theft attempts (39.8% large companies
vs. 25.6% smaller companies).

PEOPLE IMPERSONATIONS

Source: GreatHorn, “2019 Email Security Benchmark”

Source: GreatHorn, “2019 Email Security Benchmark”
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WHICH EM AIL THR EAT WO R R IES YO U THE MO ST?

34%

IMPERSONATION OF INTERNAL/EXTERNAL PEOPLE

23%

PAYLOAD ATTACKS

21%

CREDENTIAL THEFT

7%

WIRE TRANSFER REQUESTS

6%

SPAM/GRAY MAIL

5%

BRAND IMPERSONATIONS

4%

W2/CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION REQUESTS
NONE OF THE ABOVE

1%
Source: GreatHorn, “2019 Email Security Benchmark”

There was minimal correlation between the prevalence of a given type of attack
and the importance assigned to it. When asked “Which email-based threat worries
you the most,” email security professionals consistently ranked three threats at the
top, regardless of organization size: impersonations (34.3%), payload-based attacks
(23.3%), and credential theft (20.5%).
In contrast, W2 or confidential information requests was consistently the least
cause of concern (4.2%). Less than 1% of respondents expressed that they had
no concerns about email-based threats.
Not surprisingly, people who indicated themselves as “dissatisfied” or “very
dissatisfied” with their email security solution were much more likely to see threats
reach inboxes, with 39.5% reporting business services spoofing, 37.2% payloadbased threats, 37.2% credential theft attempts, 38.3% wire transfer requests, and
72.1% impersonations.
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People who indicated
themselves as “dissatisfied”
or “very dissatisfied” with their
email security solution were
much more likely to see
threats reach inboxes
Source: GreatHorn, “2019 Email Security Benchmark”
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P OPU L AR P RE VENTI ON ME A SUR ES

50%

O F F I C E 3 65
C US TOM ER S

25%

G SUITE
C US TOM ER S

Source: GreatHorn, “2019 Email Security Benchmark”

On-premises companies are more
likely to use other solutions over
cloud-email companies:
47%
ON-PREMISES

Microsoft Office 365, Google G Suite, and/or traditional email gateways often mark
real, legitimate email messages as spam or junk mail, creating many false positives
and a false sense of security. This dangerous combination can result in risky enduser behaviors. Not surprisingly, those individuals who expressed dissatisfaction
with their existing email security tool for “negatively impacting business operations
(e.g. too many false positives)” were even more likely to open email in their junk or
spam filters (61.5% in the past month).

O N- P R E MI SE S
C OM PA N I ES

52%
42%

47%
CLOUD-EMAIL

Meanwhile, companies on cloud email were far more likely (10.9%) to either use
“nothing” just “native cloud-email features,” compared to on-premises organizations
(5.4%). Details on the “Other” indicate a variety of options, such as environmental
segregation (on-premises) and newer cloud-native email security products.

62%

ON-PREMISES

On-premises companies were also more likely to use stand-alone anti-virus/antispam solutions (47.3% vs. 41.7%) and firewalls (51.8% vs. 46.5%) than cloud-email
companies. Adoption rates for computer-based training were consistent across both
cloud and on-premises companies (35.7%).

C O MPANI E S USI NG
SE C U R E E M A I L G AT E WAYS

CLOUD-EMAIL

When we compare different groups against their use of specific strategies, we find
some remarkable differences. For example, 61.6% of on-premises companies use
secure email gateways compared to half (50%) Office 365 customers, and just a
quarter (25.3%) of G Suite customers.

STAND-ALONE
FIREWALLS
ANTI-VIRUS/ANTISPAM SOLUTIONS
Source: GreatHorn, “2019 Email Security Benchmark”
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WH ICH O F THE FO LLO WING T YP ES O F EM AIL DO YO U / YO UR USE R S
SE E I N YO U R I N B OX E S ( N OT W H AT G E TS Q UA R A NT I N E D ) ?

57%

49%

IMPERSONATIONS OF
INTERNAL/EXTERNAL
PEOPLE

34%

33%

32%

WHITE-COLLAR

EMAIL SECURITY
PROFESSIONALS

30%

11%
BUSINESS
SERVICES
SPOOFING

18%

WIRE
TRANSFER
REQUESTS

28%
13%

CREDENTIAL
THEFT

Source: GreatHorn, “2019 Email Security Benchmark”

We asked our survey panel, “Which of the following types of email do you/your users
see in your inboxes (NOT what gets quarantined)?” As you can see in the graph
above, it’s not just the sophisticated and personalized phishing attacks that evade
email security filters.
Nearly half (48.5%) of white-collar professionals reported “nothing but spam,” but
only 16.4% of email security professionals said the same. That means that twothirds of white-collar professionals mischaracterize sophisticated email threats
as “just spam.” There is a clear nomenclature problem. Somewhere along the line,
things got muddied. This convolution of spam mail and potentially dangerous email
threats is too risky and can cause white-collar professionals to partake in risky
behaviors (e.g. opening email from spam or junk mail folders).

21%
12%

PAYLOAD
ATTACKS

8%
W2 OR
CONFIDENTIAL
INFORMATION
REQUESTS

16%

NONE OF THE
ABOVE/NOTHING
BUT SPAM

R E P O RTI NG
“NOTHI NG B UT SPAM”

49%

WHITE-COLL AR
PROFESSION ALS

16%

EM AIL SECURIT Y
PROFESSION ALS

Source: GreatHorn, “2019 Email Security Benchmark”
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One of the more alarming findings is that in the past month, 51% of our panel had
opened email messages in their junk and spam folders—31% did so in the past week.
Surprisingly, email security professionals (53.4%) were more likely to have opened
messages in their junk and spam folders in the past month—compared to non-email
security professionals (41.3%).
When we asked white-collar professionals, “What types of email threats do you see
in your inboxes,” they are 3x more likely to say, “nothing but spam” (48.5% vs. 16.4%
of email security professionals.)
As we stated in the beginning of this report, this misspeak illustrates a striking
education gap–even though companies are spending a lot of resources on
computer-based training and phishing simulations. Security awareness training
alone is not enough. According to Gartner, since 2015 more than $1.2 billion has
been spent on computer-based training, and simulated phishing click-rates have
dropped by only 1% from 2017 to 2018.

IN C IDENT RESPONSE RATES
In addition to understanding the frequency and types of threats professionals see,
we asked respondents how often direct remediation and/or incident response
actions are necessary (i.e. suspending compromised accounts, PowerShell scripting,
resetting compromised third-party accounts, etc.).

WH E N DI D YO U L AST O P E N AN E M AI L
I N YO UR J UNK / SPAM F O L DE R ?

31%

PAST WEEK

20%

PAST MONTH
PAST
3 MONTHS
PAST
6 MONTHS

9%
7%

MORE THAN 6 MONTHS

14%
19%

NEVER

Source: GreatHorn, “2019 Email Security Benchmark”

A STE E P R I SE I N R E ME DI ATI O N
R ATE S I N THE PAST Y E AR

34 %
20 %

Since last year, there’s been a steep rise in remediation rates from 20% of
respondents needing to take direct email remediation actions every week to more
than 34% this year.

20 18
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On average, one in three respondents needs to take such remediation actions on
at least a weekly basis. An additional 20.7% need to do so at least monthly. Not
surprisingly, the more often they reported seeing threats in their inboxes, the more
likely they were to require daily or weekly remediation.

Respondents who see email threats in their inboxes on at least a weekly basis were
more likely to have experienced a data breach (25.6%). Also, very large enterprises
(over 10,000 mailboxes) were more likely (31.3%). Email security teams that need
to manually remediate Daily (38.5%) and Weekly (35.9%) have experienced a breach
more frequently.

19%

18%

ONCE/YEAR

2-3 TIMES/YEAR

MONTHLY

9%

LESS THAN ONCE/YEAR

21%

14%

WEEKLY

Organizations that remediate “Daily” (38.5%) and “Weekly” (35.9%) have experienced
a breach more frequently. 1 in 5 respondents reported that they have experienced a
data breach (e.g. compromised accounts, loss of confidential information, credential
theft, fraudulent financial transaction, etc.) due to an email-borne threat in the past
three months.

21%

DAILY

Of the respondents who see threats reach inboxes daily, 54.8% of them must take
remediation actions on at least a weekly basis. Change that very slightly to look at
respondents who report threats weekly, and the weekly remediation percentage
drops to 44.2%. Only 6.4% of respondents who report monthly threats conduct
weekly remediation.

HOW O F TE N DO YO U NE E D TO TAK E
R E ME DI ATI O N ACTI O NS?

Source: GreatHorn, “2019 Email Security Benchmark”

1 IN 5

RESPONDENTS
reported that they have
experienced a data breach
due to an email-borne threat
in the past three months
Source: GreatHorn, “2019 Email Security Benchmark”
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CO N C LU S I O N
G O O D EN OUGH I S JUST NOT GO O D ENO UGH
When asked, “Which of the following are problems for you despite your current
email security solution? (Select all that apply),” 79.4% of all respondents indicated
fundamental issues with their solution:
•

26.6% say that their current solution “Doesn’t stop internal threats
(e.g. if a user account is compromised)”

•

18.9% say “Missing payload attacks (e.g. malicious attachments and/or links)”

•

21.2% say “Missing payload-free attacks (e.g. impersonations, social engineering)”

•

34.2% say “Challenges with remediation”

•

19.8% express concern that their solution “Negatively impacts business operations
(e.g. too many false positives)”

80%

65%

Indicated
fundamental issues
with their solution

Indicated fundamental
technical issues with
their solution

65% highlighted fundamental technical issues with their existing email security
solution.

Source: GreatHorn, “2019 Email Security Benchmark”

W HIC H OF T H E FOLLOWIN G A RE P R O BLEMS FO R YO U DESP ITE YO U R CU R R E NT E M AI L SE C UR IT Y SO LUTI O N?
CHALLENGES WITH REMEDIATION
DOESN’T STOP INTERNAL THREATS
MISSING PAYLOAD-FREE ATTACKS
REQUIRES TOO MUCH TIME TO MANAGE
PRICE IS TOO HIGH
MISSING PAYLOAD ATTACKS
NEGATIVELY IMPACTS BUSINESS OPERATIONS
EMAIL LATENCY
FIT FOR CLOUD
NONE
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16%

21%
21%
21%
20%
19%
21%

27%

34%

Source: GreatHorn, “2019 Email Security Benchmark”
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Overall, nearly 3 out of 5 respondents reported that they were less than “satisfied”
with their current email security solution, and only 10.4% were “very satisfied.”
Roughly a third (34.3%) indicated that their solution was “good enough.”

HO W SATI SF I E D AR E YO U W ITH YO UR
CU R R E NT E M AI L SE C UR IT Y SO LUTI O N?

G Suite/O365 customers were slightly more likely to be “Satisfied/Very Satisfied”
(45.3%) with their solution as compared to on-premises companies (38.9%).
Interestingly, however, when broken out by role, the more senior roles (technical
decision maker, budget owner, and CISO), were much more likely to be either
“dissatisfied” or “very dissatisfied” by their email security solution (15.4% compared
to 12.0% in general).
Based on our research, 1 in 5 professionals sees malicious email threats (at least)
weekly, so the risk exposure is high. It’s no secret that the bad actors are becoming
more sophisticated. Even though tech stacks are catching up, information security
and IT teams need to be vigilant about reevaluating their email security strategies —
from the technologies, user-awareness strategies, and remediation plans—to ensure
adequate and holistic protection from email threats.

10% VERY SATISFIED
33% SATISFIED
45% GOOD ENOUGH
10% DISSATISFIED
2% VERY DISSATISFIED
Source: GreatHorn, “2019 Email Security Benchmark”

SATISFIED/VERY SATISFIED
WITH THEIR SOLUTION

45%

G SUITE + O365
CUSTOMERS

40%

ON-PREMISES
COMPANIES

Source: GreatHorn, “2019 Email Security Benchmark”
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20 19 SU RV E Y PA N E L D E TA I L S

C O MPANY SI ZE

Survey responses from 1,021 professionals were gathered through both offline
sources (2019 RSA Conference and the 2019 Gartner Security & Risk Management
Summit) as well as online (two panels, one security-focused and one IT-focused,
from two different sources). Data was collected between March and June of this
year. Respondents were predominantly from North America.

E M A IL PL ATFO R M

13% 1- 20

EMP LOYEES

13% 21 - 1 0 0

EMP LOYEES

17% 10 1- 5 0 0

EMP LOYEES

41%

CLOUD | OFFICE 365

29.5%

ON-PREMISES | MICROSOFT
EXCHANGE, NOTES

21.8%

CLOUD | G SUITE
ON-PREMISES | WITH PLANS TO
MOVE TO A CLOUD PLATFORM

EMP LOYEES

9% 2, 50 0 - 5, 0 0 0
EMP LOYEES

4.8%

HYBRID ON-PREMISES/CLOUD

1.7%

OTHER CLOUD EMAIL

1.1%

BOTH

17% 50 1- 2 , 5 0 0

8% 5, 0 0 1- 10 , 0 0 0
EMP LOYEES

23% 10 , 0 0 0 +

0.1%

EMP LOYEES

Source: GreatHorn, “2019 Email Security Benchmark”
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